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THE HUNT FOR EXCALIBUR
Order of the Black Sun With a terminally ill wife, Glasgow mechanic Court
Callany is desperate for money. When an acquaintance from work asks him
to help him rob a wealthy antiques collector's home, he reluctantly agrees.
However, the robbery goes wrong and when Court tries to sell his stolen
artifacts at a local pawnshop, he unwittingly enters into the underworld of
international relic hunting. Prominent historian, Dr. Nina Gould, attends a
primary school History Week upon invitation, when a boy brings a
suspicious relic to show and tell. Intrigued by it, Nina sends photographs of
the ancient artifact to explorer David Purdue for examination. But what
neither Nina, nor Purdue know, is that the relic is reputed to be the sheath
of the legendary sword of King Arthur - Excalibur. As they investigate the
origin of the scabbard with their colleague, investigative journalist Sam
Cleave, they realize that they are embroiled in a dangerous network of
traitorous people who would stop at nothing to hunt down the mythical
sword. To exacerbate things, Nina is abducted and held hostage by a
relentless war veteran. While her time runs out, Sam and Purdue have to
ﬁnd Excalibur and trade it for their friend, or else Nina will die. Now, the
two men are faced with a conundrum. Will they be able to locate a sword
that only exists in ﬁction and fable? Or does Excalibur actually exist?
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THE SECRET OF EXCALIBUR
A NOVEL
Bantam A LEGENDARY WEAPON. A RUTHLESS ASSASSIN. A PERILOUS HUNT.
Excalibur . . . Legend has it that he who carries King Arthur’s mighty sword
into battle will be invincible. But for more than a thousand years, the
secret to the whereabouts of this powerful weapon has been lost . . . until
now. Archaeologist Nina Wilde is hoping for a little R&R with her ﬁancé,
former SAS bodyguard Eddie Chase. But the couple’s plans are dashed
when a meeting with an old acquaintance propels Nina and Eddie into a
razor’s-edge hunt across the globe—battling a team of elite mercenaries
who will stop at nothing in order to claim a prize every treasure hunter has
coveted since the ﬁnal days of Camelot. Nina and Eddie must do everything
they can to keep the legendary blade from falling into the wrong hands.
Because the truth behind the sword’s power—and those who seek it—will
not only shock the world but plunge it into a new and more devastating era
of war.

THE HUNT FOR EXCALIBUR
The Hunt for Excalibur was so titled because of the sword used by a serial
killer who had used a knife like the famous Excalibur Sword in killing his
victims. It took four murders before two Manhattan detectives were able to
learn of the identity of the killer and track him down. The trial, the
Prosecutor, the lawyers, the judge and the jurors are followed closely
throughout this work. An unexpected ending closes a case that had
troubled police and the public for over a year.

THE HUNT FOR EXCALIBUR
Sam Reilly On March 11, 2011, the Japanese ﬁshing trawler, Hoshi Maru
accidentally hauled up something deadly into its live-ﬁsh hold. The crew,
having discovered their mistake, raced toward the harbor in the hope that
they might survive. They never made it.Presumed sunk by the tsunami that
ravaged the coastline of Japan, its crew were declared dead. Seven years
later, the shipwreck washed up on Cannon Beach, Oregon. By the time the
US Department of Fish and Wildlife arrived to investigate, people in the
nearby towns had started to die in terrifying and inexplicable ways.Sam
Reilly will need to discover what really happened on board the Hoshi Maru and why all clues point to the Legend of King Arthur...

SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE SEARCH FOR EXCALIBUR
Who cares about the rain forest? One boy does, and he works to save it
with magic. After a disastrous attempt to scare the Outsiders from the rain
forest, the animals seek help from Yoiweta, an old medicine man or
Shaman. Approaching manhood, Yoiweta's grandson, Abado, and the
animals are sent on a journey to a secret mountain. Guided by a magic
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emerald and helped by the animals, Abado hopes to ﬁnd the Wise One, an
omnipotent being who grants a unique power to all new Shamans. Abado
may ask for any power but only wants a way to save the rainforest. The
Joining Tree combines action, danger, romance, and supernatural powers
with compassion for the native people and animals of the rain forest.
Although written for the young adult, the story would appeal to younger,
sophisticated readers and adults, too.

LOCAL SEARCH FOR PLANNING AND SCHEDULING
ECAI 2000 WORKSHOP, BERLIN, GERMANY, AUGUST 21, 2000.
REVISED PAPERS
Springer This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of
the International Workshop on Local Search for Planning and Scheduling,
held at a satellite workshop of ECAI 2000 in Berlin, Germany in August
2000.The nine revised full papers presented together with an invited
survey on meta-heuristics have gone through two rounds of reviewing and
improvement. The papers are organized in topical sections on
combinatorial optimization, planning with resources, and related
approaches.

THE HUNT FOR ATLANTIS
Bantam With the help of a reclusive billionaire, his daughter, and an exSAS bodyguard, archaelogist Nina Wilde sets out for where she believes
the lost city of Atlantis to be, but she is up against a powerful and
enigmatic organization.

HER DARK LEGION
Pippa DaCosta “I’ve come too far to surrender now…” Eledan’s nightmare
has been unleashed upon the worlds and with Oberon gone, only the
messenger crew stand in its way. Kellee, Talen, Sirius, Sota, and Kesh.
Together, they are stronger, but there are forces on Faerie who do not
want the worlds saved, forces that would see the Messenger and her crew
torn apart. Queen to Faerie’s new king, Messenger and more to the saru,
lover to some and a weapon to others, but who is Kesh Lasota really? A
guiding light or an unwitting puppet? Answers are coming. The time for lies
has passed. And Kesh will soon learn some battles can’t be won alone. The
mind-blowing Messenger Chronicles comes to its explosive conclusion in
Her Dark Legion. Series Reading Order: Shoot the Messenger, #1 Game of
Lies, #2 The Nightshade's Touch, #3 Prince of Dreams, #4 Her Dark Legion,
#5

CLOCKING OUT
Lulu.com Jack and Joe, Scunchester's third best private detectives,
accidentally stole a time machine and since then business has been
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booming. Well, alright, perhaps not booming but they've at least been able
to make ends meet. To be honest, the bottom had fallen out of the
detecting business so they had branched out as amateur archaeologists.
Hired by Scunchester's premier dirt-scraper Xavier Hunt, the brothers use
their time machine to get hold of the pick of historical artefacts direct from
the source without having to do any of that messy digging. So when Hunt
challenges them to recover the fabled sword Excalibur from the mythical
King Arthur, what could go wrong? The answer: just about everything.
Follow our heroes as they steal, lie and cheat their way through history. In
the meantime, Alyssa's life is in grave danger, two old men really want
their time machine back and a robot with a headache is having an identity
crisis. It'll all make sense by book three...

TALES OF KING ARTHUR: EXCALIBUR
Harper Collins The young King Arthur asks for and receives the noble sword
Excalibur from the Lady of the Lake and promises to be deserving of it
through acts of valor.

THE EXCALIBUR CODEX
AN EXPLOSIVE HISTORICAL THRILLER THAT WILL HAVE YOU ON THE
EDGE OF YOUR SEAT
Random House Jamie Saintclair embarks on another action-packed
historical adventure, guaranteed to have you gripped from page one! A
must read for fans of Dan Brown, Chris Kuzneski and Scott Mariani.
READERS ARE LOVING THE EXCALIBUR CODEX! "This mystery/thriller moves
at a cracking pace from page one..." - 5 STARS "I couldn't put the book
down..." - 5 STARS "Can't wait to read the next Jamie Saintclair book really addictive." - 5 STARS *************************************** A LEGEND
TO SOME. A SYMBOL TO OTHERS. FOR A DANGEROUS FEW, THE MEANS TO
A TERRIFYING END... For countless generations the sword had been kept
hidden, ready for a time of need. But not hidden well enough, because in
1937 it vanished... 1941 - twelve SS generals gather to re-enact an ancient
rite and call on the spirits of Europe's mightiest warriors to aid them in the
coming battle in the East. At the heart of the ritual is Excalibur, the
mythical weapon pulled from a stone by King Arthur. 2010 - Art recovery
expert Jamie Saintclair laughs when he reads the codex to a German war
veteran's will, the strange ritual it describes and the mention of a sword
named Excalibur. But collector Adam Steele is convinced - and if Jamie can
ﬁnd the legendary sword, he will pay a small fortune for it. With a team of
international assassins on his trail, the hunt for Excalibur takes Jamie from
Germany to eastern Poland and a deadly encounter in Hitler's Wolf's Lair...
Jamie Saintclair's adventures continue in The Samurai Inheritance. Have
you read The Doomsday Testament and The Isis Covenant, his previous two
adventures?
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EXCALIBUR RISING
900 years ago, as Britain descended into the Dark Ages, a legend was born.
Camelot, the Sword in the Stone, and Arthur, the High King who did not
die. But where is the truth of this legend? Where are the ruins of fabled
Camelot? Where is the record of Arthur in the unbroken lineage of
England's kings? In a villa in Florida, a woman with violet eyes dreams of
an ancient document. In a hotel room in Las Vegas, a renowned historian
claims to have found the sword Excalibur, and dies a violent death at the
hands of a one-eyed man. In London, a treasure hunter sets out to ﬁnd the
sword that cannot be, and the resting place of the king who could not
exist. Powerful forces are at work, breathing life into the legend. At long
last, Excalibur is rising.

THE EXCALIBUR CODEX
AN EXPLOSIVE HISTORICAL THRILLER THAT WILL HAVE YOU ON THE
EDGE OF YOUR SEAT
Random House Jamie Saintclair embarks on another action-packed
historical adventure, guaranteed to have you gripped from page one! A
must read for fans of Dan Brown, Chris Kuzneski and Scott Mariani.
READERS ARE LOVING THE EXCALIBUR CODEX! "This mystery/thriller moves
at a cracking pace from page one..." - 5 STARS "I couldn't put the book
down..." - 5 STARS "Can't wait to read the next Jamie Saintclair book really addictive." - 5 STARS *************************************** A LEGEND
TO SOME. A SYMBOL TO OTHERS. FOR A DANGEROUS FEW, THE MEANS TO
A TERRIFYING END... For countless generations the sword had been kept
hidden, ready for a time of need. But not hidden well enough, because in
1937 it vanished... 1941 - twelve SS generals gather to re-enact an ancient
rite and call on the spirits of Europe's mightiest warriors to aid them in the
coming battle in the East. At the heart of the ritual is Excalibur, the
mythical weapon pulled from a stone by King Arthur. 2010 - Art recovery
expert Jamie Saintclair laughs when he reads the codex to a German war
veteran's will, the strange ritual it describes and the mention of a sword
named Excalibur. But collector Adam Steele is convinced - and if Jamie can
ﬁnd the legendary sword, he will pay a small fortune for it. With a team of
international assassins on his trail, the hunt for Excalibur takes Jamie from
Germany to eastern Poland and a deadly encounter in Hitler's Wolf's Lair...
Jamie Saintclair's adventures continue in The Samurai Inheritance. Have
you read The Doomsday Testament and The Isis Covenant, his previous two
adventures?

LADY EXCALIBUR, BANE OF WOLVES
LADY EXCALIBUR 2
CreateSpace The Old Ones have scattered and now it is up to Lady
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Excalibur and her cohorts to hunt them down. But who is hunting who? A
new Old One on the scene has a slightly diﬀerent approach to world
conquest. It's insane, it's radical, and it just might work. Now Lady
Excalibur and the rest of the Freak Show must take on not only the Old
Ones, but their abomination creations as well.

EXCALIBUR BY TINI HOWARD VOL. 3
Marvel Entertainment Collects Excalibur (2019) #16-21. Some things that
have been lost cannot be replaced! In the explosive aftermath of the
Otherworldly battles of X OF SWORDS, the team is left changed. But who is
the woman on the shore? And who is - Queen Elizabeth III?! As the Krakoan
Council makes moves to protect the mutants that remain in Otherworld,
Excalibur must determine the true fate of Betsy Braddock! Plus: An
invisible threat is loose on the island of Krakoa - unseen, unheard,
undetectable by anyone - except Excalibur. Can the team hunt it down
before the Hellﬁre Gala kicks oﬀ? This all-out mutant event is already
shaping up to be somewhat less than pleasant, and Excalibur's actions at
the Gala just might change Krakoan diplomacy forever!

BOW HUNTING WHITETAILS
iUniverse A comprehensive book on hunting whitetails with a bow. Loaded
with information, this book has something for everyone from novice to
veteran. Topics include selecting the right bow, gaining familiarity with
whitetails, learning what drives whitetails, kill zones on a whitetail, styles
of hunting, trailing and recovering whitetails, eﬀective strategies and
tactics, and how to hunt and harvest a nocturnal buck during legal
shooting hours. Over forty pictures are included in the book.

ENFORCING THE RULE OF LAW
SOCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE NEW LATIN AMERICAN
DEMOCRACIES
University of Pittsburgh Pre A compelling account of how civic and mediabased initiatives have successfully fought for greater governmental
accountability in the emerging democracies of Latin America.

CROSSBOW HUNTING
Stackpole Books Evaluations of diﬀerent crossbows on the market today
and how to select the right arrow, points, and sights. Shooting and hunting
techniques for deer, bear, hogs, and elk. Classic crossbow hunts for big
game in Africa, musk ox in the Canadian arctic, and water buﬀalo in
Australia.

JUDGING EDWARD TELLER
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A CLOSER LOOK AT ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL SCIENTISTS OF
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
Prometheus Books Foreword by Peter Lax, Recipient of the National Medal
of Science and the Abel PrizeAfterword by Richard Garwin, Recipient of the
National Medal of Science and the Enrico Fermi AwardMany people know
Edward Teller as the Father of the H-Bomb. His name tends to generate
extreme views. To his supporters he was a hero of the Cold War. To his
detractors he was evil personiﬁed. Between these extremes was the life of
the real man.In this deﬁnitive and comprehensive biography, Hungarian
scientist Istvan Hargittai, a personal acquaintance of Teller's, presents a
balanced portrait of the multifaceted and enigmatic scientist against the
backdrop of a turbulent period of history. Taking pains to avoid bias and
preconceptions, Hargittai critically examines Teller's personality, family
background, and the experiences that guided his actions-correcting many
of the myths that others and Teller himself promulgated.Drawing for the
ﬁrst time on hitherto unknown archival material from Hungarian, American,
and German sources, the author provides fresh insights that help the
reader to understand Teller's motivations, his relationships with friends
and foes, and his driven personality. In addition to this research and his
own memories of Teller, Hargittai has interviewed for this book such
prominent ﬁgures as Richard Garwin, Freeman Dyson, George A. Keyworth,
and Wendy Teller (Edward Teller's daughter), among others.Hargittai
reviews the signiﬁcant facets of Teller's life: his Jewish-Hungarian origins,
forced emigrations, brilliance in science, and devotion to the defense of
the United States. He also discusses Teller's ruthless Machiavellism in
achieving his goals, which included his pivotal role in the creation of the
hydrogen bomb and the second weapons laboratory at Livermore, as well
as his damaging testimony against physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer.
Teller's peers viewed this testimony as a betrayal and, in eﬀect, sent him
into internal exile, which Hargittai describes as more tormenting to him
than his previous emigrations. The author notes that Teller was sometimes
called a monomaniac with many manias, such as his ﬁerce opposition to
nuclear test bans during the Cold War and, toward the end of his life, his
role as propagandist for the Strategic Defense Initiative. Yet, his very
excesses may have in fact contributed to the demise of the Soviet
Union.Who was Edward Teller-the real Dr. Strangelove, the driven crusader
for the H-Bomb, the villain who destroyed Oppenheimer, or the devoted
husband, loyal friend, patriot, and strongly idealistic scientist? This
monumental work will reveal the contradictory nature of this complex man
in all his strengths, ﬂaws, and brilliance.Istvan Hargittai, PhD, DSc
(Budapest, Hungary), is the author of several acclaimed books including
the six-volume Candid Science series of interviews with famous scientists;
The Road to Stockholm: Nobel Prizes, Science, and Scientists; The Martians
of Science: Five Physicists Who Changed the Twentieth Century; and The
DNA Doctor: Candid Conversations with James D. Watson. Dr. Hargittai is
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professor of chemistry at the Budapest University of Technology and
Economics and head of the George A Olah PhD School of Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering. He is a member of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, a foreign member of the Norwegian Academy of Science and
Letters, and a member of the Academia Europaea in London. His work on
this book was assisted by a generous grant from the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation.

EXCALIBUR BY TINI HOWARD VOL. 2
Marvel In the aftermath of X OF SWORDS, Excalibur must uncover the fate
of Betsy Braddock! Can they discern the secret of the woman on the shore?
And who is...Queen Elizabeth III?! As the Krakoan Council makes moves to
protect the mutants remaining in the realm of Otherworld, an invisible
threat is unleashed on the island -- unseen, unheard and almost
undetectable. Can the team hunt it down before the all-important Hellﬁre
Gala kicks oﬀ? And how will Excalibur's actions at the Gala change Krakoan
diplomacy forever? As an escort mission reveals deep political unrest
among Saturnyne's Otherworld court, a brutal sacriﬁce will bear bitter
fruit...and when doom returns to Avalon, Excalibur's sacred duties to
Otherworld will be tested to their very limits. Are they heroes to be
celebrated, or witchbreed to be put to the stake? COLLECTING: Excalibur
(2019) 16-27

KING ARTHUR
EXCALIBUR UNSHEATHED : AN ENGLISH LEGEND
Graphic Universe "A retelling, in graphic novel form, of the story of the boy
fated to be the "Once and Future King.""--From source other than the
Library of Congress

EXCALIBUR - THE LAST QUEST
Having found the Legendary Round Table of King Arthur, it is immediately
discovered that only one thing is missing - EXCALIBUR! Once in place,
along with the twelve other swords, the magical powers of Camelot will be
rekindled. Realizing the invincible power embodied in Excalibur will be
transferred to its bearer, leads to a hunt with far reaching eﬀects. With the
potential to rule the world at stake, everyone rushes into a frantic search
to lay hold on this powerful, mystical sword. After weighing the
consequences, the President of the United States took the lead role in the
search. He had only one choice - solicit the help of the famous Dr. Andrew
Rogers - an archeological expert - and his newly acquired assistant, Dr.
Kathleen McGregor. Interrupting a dinner engagement used to celebrate
their return from the last mission, In Search of Paradise, the duo must now
ﬁnd Excalibur at all costs. During their quest the two uncover more than
they bargained for. Will they ﬁnd Excalibur? What is the mystery that
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unites the Glastonbury Abbey, the Tintagel Castle, Merlin, and the Lady of
the Lake? Can this mystery be solved in time to avert an event of
catastrophic proportions?

SWORD OF LIGHT
Bonnier Publishing Fiction Ltd. Introducing Rhianna Pendragon: unlikely
princess and Camelot's last hope. It is the darkest hour of the darkest Age.
King Arthur is dead, killed by his wicked nephew, Mordred. Saxon invaders
rampage across the land and forces of evil are gathering. The path to the
throne lies open to Arthur's only remaining ﬂesh and blood - Mordred. But
there is one with a better claim than Mordred - Arthur's secret child,
Rhianna. Brought by Merlin to enchanted Avalon as a baby and raised there
for protection, the king's heir must take up a vital quest: to search for the
four magical Lights with the power to restore Arthur's soul to his body.

EMPIRE OF GOLD
Bantam While working with Interpol investigating smuggled artifacts,
archaeologist Nina Wilde and her husband, Eddie Chase, get close to the
mythical city of El Dorado and may have to sacriﬁce everything to solve the
mystery of this legend.

THE SACRED VAULT
A NOVEL
Bantam A DARING HEIST. A PRICELESS ARTIFACT. A SECRET LOCKED
SAFELY AWAY—UNTIL NOW. When Michelangelo’s David is stolen from its
museum in Florence, it’s only the latest in a series of audacious raids on
the world’s greatest treasures. But American archaeologist Nina Wilde and
her husband, ex-mercenary Eddie Chase, discover the raiders’ ultimate
target when the Talonor Codex—a cryptic travel journal that Nina found in
Atlantis—is snatched from a well-guarded exhibition right in front of their
eyes. The codex holds clues to the location of the Vault of Shiva and its
mythical contents: the chronicles of the ancient Hindu god of destruction
himself. From a deadly shootout in San Francisco to a hidden valley in the
snowbound Himalayas, Nina and Eddie must run a labyrinthine gauntlet of
ruthless killers, corrupted faiths, and twisted ambitions to reach the sacred
vault ahead of a cunning billionaire with a plot to remake the world—after
he brings this one crashing down.

BATTLETECH LEGENDS: OPERATION EXCALIBUR
Catalyst Game Labs BETRAYED BY THEIR OWN KIND… The mercenary code
was broken by the Gray Death Legion during their desperate ﬁghting on
the planet Caledonia. At least, that is the ruling of the courts. And the
judges decide to hit below the belt—Grayson Carlyle, revered leader of the
now outlawed mercenary band, is stripped of his title and holdings, and
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the legion is banished from Glengarry, the planet they've called home for
years. AND ON A HUNT FOR JUSTICE... All seems lost, but Carlyle and his
legendary troop of hardened warriors know they've been set up—and they
have a trump card yet to play. Their dangerous scheme just might work,
with the help of House Steiner—and enough guts and ﬁrepower to restore
the name and the might Gray Death Legion to its rightful place of honor.
But should they fail, they could lose a great deal more than their
reputation...

THE TOMB OF HERCULES
A NOVEL
Bantam AN ANCIENT WARRIOR. AN INCREDIBLE TREASURE. A LETHAL
ENEMY. It’s the opportunity of a lifetime–the chance to prove that a tomb
containing the remains of the legendary hero Hercules actually exists. If
American archaeologist Nina Wilde can locate it, it will be the most
important historical ﬁnd ever unearthed. But as Nina and her ex-SAS
bodyguard, Eddie Chase, begin their search, it’s clear that others want to
ﬁnd the tomb–and the unimaginable riches within–and will do anything to
get there ﬁrst. Who will ﬁnd the tomb of Hercules ﬁrst, and what fantastic
treasure does it hold? From New York to Shanghai, from Switzerland to the
diamond mines of Botswana, Nina and Eddie must stay one step ahead of
their enemies in a race to solve a mystery as ancient as civilization itself.
But when a beautiful woman from Eddie’s past joins the hunt, all the rules
change–and in this life-and-death game, their next move may be the most
dangerous one of all.

THE HUNT FOR THE HOLY GRAIL
CreateSpace Mark Lockheed is an archaeologist. It's supposed to be an
exciting job, only, he works for the government and it just isn't like the
movies. He spends his days anonymous among a sea of suits. All of that is
about to change...a lifelong obsession and a string of eccentric billionaires
throw him into a globetrotting adventure that brings him closer to the love
of his life, and could change the face of the entire world forever.

THE STORY OF KING ARTHUR AND HIS KNIGHTS
Lulu.com In these wonderfully illustrated tales, renowned storyteller
Howard Pyle carries us back to the enchanting world of King Arthur and his
Round Table. The book chronicles the adventures of Arthur as he draws the
sword Excalibur from the anvil, proving his right to the throne, and as he
courts and wins the heart of Guinevere. Later he suﬀers the treachery of
the wicked Morgana le Fay and witnesses the tragic fate of the Enchanter
Merlin. In Pyle's classic retelling, the legends come alive in unsurpassed
vividness. More powerful than any of Merlin's spells, The Story of King
Arthur and His Knights has enthralled and delighted generations of readers
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fascinated by chivalry, magic, and the unforgettable drama of medieval
times. A wonderfully fantastical and compelling version of the Arthur
legend. Howard Pyle's stories of King Arthur and his knights are
themselves legendary. Colorful tales of chivalry are combined with his own
detailed illustrations to create an elegant and beautiful book.

THE MILLENNIAL SWORD
Alizarin Publishing Viveka Janssen isn't a dragonslayer. She's a practical
Midwestern girl brought to San Francisco by the prospect of an entry-level
PR job, and her greatest ambitions involve ﬁnding an apartment and
making a good impression at work. But Viv's sensible nature is shaken
when she comes into possession of the legendary sword Excalibur, and
ﬁnds herself thrust into the front lines of a shadow war against the
immortal armies of Morgan le Fay. Ancient and malevolent creatures hunt
the streets by night. Monsters out of fairy tales lurk in subway tunnels.
Only Excalibur—and Viv—stand between human civilization and the forces
of wild magic. And the dragons are hungry... Winner of the 2014
IndieReader Discovery Award in the Fantasy category. Fans of Seanan
McGuire and Patricia Briggs will enjoy this blend of adventure, romance,
and magic.

THE HUNT FOR BIN LADEN
TASK FORCE DAGGER
Presidio Press Describes the campaigns of American Green Berets in
Afghanistan in the period following the September 11 terrorist attacks as
they overcame Taliban and Al-Quaeda forces and sent them ﬂeeing.

DELPHI COMPLETE WORKS OF HOWARD PYLE (ILLUSTRATED)
Delphi Classics The American illustrator and author Howard Pyle is best
known for his celebrated children’s books. His magazine and book
illustrations are regarded as among the ﬁnest of the turn-of-the-century
period in the Art Nouveau style. Pyle achieved especial fame as an
accomplished and original illustrator of historical legends and fairy stories,
noted for the vivid richness and historical accuracy of his work — both as a
writer and an artist. Many of Pyle’s children’s stories are now regarded as
American classics, including 'The Merry Adventures of Robin Hood', 'Otto of
the Silver Hand', 'Jack Ballister’s Fortunes' and his magical tales of
Arthurian legend. For the ﬁrst time in publishing history, this eBook
presents Pyle’s complete published works, with hundreds of illustrations,
rare texts, informative introductions and the usual Delphi bonus material.
(Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with images relating to Pyle’s life and
works * Concise introductions to the novels and other texts * All 14 novels,
with individual contents tables * Features rare novels appearing for the
ﬁrst time in digital publishing, including ‘The Garden behind the Moon’ * All
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of the novels feature Pyle’s original illustrations — over a 1,000
illustrations * Images of how the books were ﬁrst published, giving your
eReader a taste of the original texts * Excellent formatting of the texts *
Rare uncollected short stories available in no other collection * Special
chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the short stories * Easily
locate the short stories you want to read * Includes a wide range of Pyle’s
illustration work for other novelists * Scholarly ordering of texts into
chronological order and genres Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to
browse through our range of exciting titles CONTENTS: The Novels The
Merry Adventures of Robin Hood (1883) Within the Capes (1885) The Rose
of Paradise (1888) Otto of the Silver Hand (1888) A Modern Aladdin (1892)
Men of Iron (1892) The Story of Jack Ballister’s Fortunes (1895) The Garden
behind the Moon (1895) Rejected of Men (1903) The Story of King Arthur
and His Knights (1903) The Story of the Champions of the Round Table
(1905) The Story of Sir Launcelot and His Companions (1907) The Ruby of
Kishmoor (1908) The Story of the Grail and the Passing of King Arthur
(1910) The Shorter Fiction Pepper and Salt (1886) The Wonder Clock (1888)
Twilight Land (1895) The Price of Blood (1899) Stolen Treasure (1907)
Howard Pyle’s Book of Pirates (1921) Uncollected Short Stories The Short
Stories List of Short Stories in Chronological Order List of Short Stories in
Alphabetical Order Works Illustrated by Pyle Grandmother’s Story of
Bunker Hill Battle (1874) by Oliver Wendell Holmes A Story of the Golden
Age by James Baldwin The One Hoss Shay (1892) by Oliver Wendell Holmes
Sir Christopher (1901) by Maud Wilder Goodwin Captain Ravenshaw (1901)
by Robert Neilson Stephens Illustrations from ‘Chivalry’ (1901) by James
Branch Cabell The Island of Enchantment (1905) by Justus Miles Forman
Dulcibel (1907) by Henry Peterson Lincoln’s Last Day (1910) by William H.
Crook Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of
exciting titles or to purchase this eBook as a Parts Edition of individual
eBooks

KEEPERS OF THE LOST CITY
Order of the Black Sun After inheriting a farm on New Zealand's South
Island, Lewis Harding tries his best to keep it running. The ﬁnancially
strapped farmer is forced to forage his new land for implements, eliciting
the help of his son, Gary. But when they go too close to the entrance of an
old deserted gold mine, catastrophe strikes in more ways then one. When
Gary's older brother, Dr. Cecil Harding shows up at the farm, Nekenhalle,
he discovers that his brother and father had gone missing. A spate of
livestock mutilations plague the local area, forcing Dr. Harding, a
veterinarian, to call in the help of the Australian Wilderness Society.
Ironically, this coincides with their current investigation of culling by
poison, because, according to Harding, the New Zealand livestock are
dying of snakebites. Knowing that New Zealand does not have snakes, the
Wilderness Society obtains the help of Scottish explorer, David Purdue,
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during a legal debate. Purdue and his associates, journalist Sam Cleave
and historian Dr. Nina Gould, accompany the Wildlife Society under the
pretense of making a documentary, while actually seeking the location of
the Lost City. Similar poisonings in the remains of Nazi soldiers prompted
Purdue's pursuit into the Lost City's secret, but Nekenhalle has a
reputation for evil. Inside the bowels of the farm, the expedition party
ﬁnds the source of the killings, but at the same time, they venture into a
forbidden place they do not know the way out from ...

THE TRUTH AND LEGEND OF KING ARTHUR
10 BOOKS OF MYTHS, TALES & THE HISTORY BEHIND THE
LEGENDARY KING
DigiCat King Arthur is a legendary British ruler who, according to medieval
histories and romances, led the defense of Britain against Saxon invaders
in the late 5th and early 6th centuries AD. This Ultimate Collection contains
the most important 10 books about King Arthur, The Holy Grail, Sir
Lancelot, Sorcerer Merlin, the Excalibur, the Legendary Camelot,
Adventures of the Noble Knights of the Round Table, as well as other
connected British Celtic Legends and Myths:_x000D_ King Arthur – An
Introduction by H. W. Mabie_x000D_ Le Morte d'Arthur by Thomas
Malory_x000D_ The Legends of King Arthur and His Knights by James
Knowles_x000D_ King Arthur and His Knights by Maude L. Radford_x000D_
The Story of King Arthur and His Knights by Howard Pyle_x000D_ The Story
of the Champions of the Round Table by Howard Pyle_x000D_ The Story of
Sir Launcelot and His Companions by Howard Pyle_x000D_ Idylls of the King
by Alfred Tennyson_x000D_ Sir Gawain and the Green Knight by Richard
Morris_x000D_ The Mabinogion_x000D_ Myths and Legends of the Celtic
Race

HUNTING FARM COUNTRY WHITETAILS
iUniverse In their formative years, whitetails develop an intimate
relationship with their environment. Thereafter, these big game animals
resonate in perfect harmony with their speciﬁc surroundings. Behavior
patterns of timberland, mountain bred, prairie ﬂats and farm country deer
vary substantially. Whitetails behave diﬀerently depending on where they
are hunted. Predominantly, habitat dictates habits and routines in daily
activity. Deer patterns become relatively uniform and reasonably
predictable in any particular region. Irrespective of where they live, all
whitetails become creatures of habit.Dragan Vujic has hunted whitetails
extensively in the checkered agricultural belts scattered along both sides
of the border between Canada and the United States. He shares forty years
of hunting experience in this informative book. Initially, Dragan examines
and explores the common characteristics of farm country deer.
Subsequently, he enumerates and analyzes the drivers and motivators of
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whitetail behavior. Thereafter, having integrated all of the relevant
information, the author suggests several eﬀective strategies for harvesting
farm country whitetails. draganvujic1205@gmail.com

THE EXCALIBUR CURSE
Delacorte Press "The third and ﬁnal book in the Camelot Rising trilogy ﬁnds
Guinevere facing oﬀ against those she loves most, but can she ﬁnd the
courage to make the ultimate sacriﬁce?"--

DEAD AND DEPARTED
Excalibur's life is on the line. After failing to claim a soul more than once,
he is at risk of being taken out of the game--for good. In order to save his
own skin, he must hunt her down and kill her lest the council learn of his
mistakes. But Excalibur isn't the only one looking for Sophie. Death teams
up with the reaper to help him claim her soul, but little does she know that
Excalibur is onto her scheme. Death is hiding something. She seems to
want the girl dead more than Excalibur, and he's determined to ﬁnd out
why. He trades sides and takes to helping the girl discover herself. Sophie
and Excalibur make for an unlikely pair, but together they scour Vailing in
search of answers, cutting down anyone that stands in their way with the
swipe of a scythe.

NEW YORK MAGAZINE
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New
York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted
resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and
photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and
fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reﬂect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating
New York as both a place and an idea.

WHITETAIL HUNTING MEMORIES
iUniverse A collection of whitetail hunting stories. Every hunt is a
cherished memory. Each outing is an opportunity to observe and learn.
Over time, the accumulation of incremental knowledge and experience
leads to the formulation of proﬁcient hunting strategies. Age and
repetition eventually bring about success.
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